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The Grumman Goose, much like the de Havilland Beaver,
is a vintage aircraft in demand for its unique capabilities.
Until recently, numerous companies in Canada and
Alaska operated the Goose to haul passengers and cargo

to remote locations that only the rugged amphibian could reach.
Today, however, the Goose is beginning to become the property
of collectors that realize the value of the classic design. As a point
of interest, the Goose was the first Grumman monoplane to fly
— this event taking place on 29 May 1937. The Goose was also
the young company’s first twin-engine aircraft.

ON 17 APRIL, A GRUMMAN
GOOSE ONCE AGAIN TOOK TO

THE SKY FOLLOWING A 
9000-HOUR RESTORATION 
BY PEMBERTON AND SONS 
IN SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Since the Goose has been around for over seven decades, one would think considerable numbers had been constructed. Yet, Grumman
built only 345 examples — leading us to our statement in the main article that, besides the de Havilland Beaver, the Goose is probably
the world’s most rebuilt aircraft. During the restoration, Addison decided to go with the original two-blade propellers rather than the
three-blade units used by most civilian post-war aircraft. “The two-blade 22D30 Hamilton-Standard long blade props pull very hard and
provide great performance,” states Addison. “Other than the noise they make, I am puzzled as to why so many Beech 18s and most of
the Gooses run three-blade Hartzell props, which do not perform as well, require min RPM to feather, and are extremely expensive.
There is a recurring AD on the Hamilton-Standard props, but our prop shop turns them around in reasonable time and cost.”

flight was 65-min in length and the pilots then touched down
in Manhasset Bay to take Leroy Grumman up for a 15-min
demonstration flight!

The ambitious pilots made three more test flights that day
and two on both 30 and 31 May, gaining a total of 6-hr 10-
min flight time in just three-days! Further flight-testing fol-
lowed and Leroy Grumman’s long experience with float air-
craft revealed the need to move the step aft by 4.5-in. This
modification was tested on 3 June 1937 — by temporarily fit-
ting wooden blocks. The mod worked and was incorporated
into production models.

Now the extensive production and use of the new aircraft,
now named Goose, is out of the purview of this article but suf-
fice to say that the Goose would enjoy a long civil and produc-
tion history. For this short article, we want to focus on just
one aircraft.

THE PEMBERTON GOOSE
Our subject aircraft began life on 31 December 1942 as

construction number 1161. The aircraft was built specifically
for the Royal Navy under Lend-Lease specifications. In Royal
Navy use, it was known as Goose IA FP511 and was taken on
strength by No. 749 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm, located at
Piarco, Trinidad, and wore the squadron code W2R on the
hull. Lend-Lease specified that the user, when finished with
the aircraft, had to a) purchase the aircraft, b) return it to the
US government, or c) scrap the machine. The FAA operated
many Grumman Wildcats and Hellcats and the majority of
these fighters were simply scrapped at the end of hostilities
since the American government did not want them back and
they had limited, if any, surplus value. The Goose was another
matter — it had a definite post-war value.

So, according to the Lend-Lease agreement, Goose IA
FP511 was returned to American government ownership dur-
ing 1945 but instead of going to one of the huge RFC/WAA
lots for resale, it was taken on charge by the US Navy as 
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Originally designed for a military specification, and carrying
company Design 3 designation, the craft was intended for the
US Coast Guard but orders did not follow and Design 3
remained on the drawing boards. 

Actual work on the aircraft that became the Goose began
in 1936 and it came about in a most unusual manner. Now
designated G-21, the design was resurrected and updated to
conform to the wishes of ten wealthy businessmen that also
operated aircraft. What they wanted was a successor to the
Loening Air Yacht and Commuter amphibians — aircraft that
were much used by the air-minded wealthy in New York City
and other major East Coast cities. They had originally
approached designer Grover Loening himself to design and
construct such an aircraft but Loening said his organization
was too small and recommended Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation.

To create a really successful amphibian, one needs a good
hull and hydrodynamicist Ralston Stalb created a clean two-
step hull that evolved into a monoplane powered by a pair of
dependable Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr. radial engines. Since
this aircraft was initiated for the wealthy, a cabin that would
hold between four and six passengers was extensively sound-
proofed while the radial engines had collector exhaust rings
that exited above the wings to reduce noise in the cabin. The
cockpit, with dual controls, was situated just forward of the
wing leading edge. The cabin even had a small galley and lava-
tory while baggage was carried in a bow compartment and aft
of the cabin. 

The landing gear was pure Grumman — hand-cranked and
it could be utilized for both airfields and extended after water
landing for use in beaching. A steerable tailwheel retracted aft
into the hull just behind the second step. If a decision was
made to utilize the aircraft for just land operations, the out-
board underwing floats could be easily removed — decreasing
drag and increasing performance. Also, if operated from snow,
the three wheels could be replaced with skis.

Pilots for the first flight (the G-21 was given the experi-
mental registration NX16910) were Bud Gillies and Robert L.
Hall, who lifted off in front of the company’s new plant. To
show how different testing was in those long-ago days, the first


